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EAW Commercial
The New Standard in
Commercial Audio

For more than 25 years, touring and installation
professionals have turned to EAW for the world’s
ﬁnest loudspeaker systems. As well, musicians and
engineers have long known Mackie for their
great sounding, ultra-reliable mixers, ampliﬁers
and speakers. So once EAW set its sights on the
commercial audio market, a partnership seemed
perfectly natural.

Introducing EAW Commercial
EAW Commercial is a new brand of high-performance
commercial audio solutions from the professionals
at EAW and Mackie. The new EAW Commercial line
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Designing and Conﬁguring Audio
For a Shopping Center Environment.
Behind the scenes at your local shopping mall
lives an extensive and complex audio system .
There are audio systems for paging, background
and foreground music, live presentations, and
emergency evacuation. Many of these systems
work in conjunction and must be able to interact
with each other.
In this application guide we will not address the
core emergency evacuation system, as it must be
compliant with local regulations, but we will discuss
how to “augment” the safety system in this guide.
When designing systems for large facilities you must
always be aware of local regulations and what
safety equipment is required.
Our Mini Mall consists of eight retail shops and an open
concourse space in the middle that includes a stage
for promotions and presentations. We need to provide
background music for the entire mall and allow each
store to have its own audio. We will include paging
capabilities throughout the mall and an independent
audio system for the stage area. There is a large video
screen above the stage for advertisements
and presentations.
Master Control – Mall management needs the
ability to page to each store separately, or throughout
the entire mall. Each retail shop has the ability to
run the same background audio playing in the mall
concourse, or they can supply their own audio source,
like a CD player. In addition, there needs to be an audio
input within each store for connection of their own
audio source.
For maximum ﬂexibility, we’ll use a DX810 Matrix
Mixer as the master control for the entire system.
Presets developed for the DX810 allow mall security to
page individual stores or the entire mall concourse.
The DX810 also responds to logic control from the

emergency evacuation system to override the regular
audio programming. DXSW4 remote wall panels, located
in the Mall Oﬃce and in each retail store, allow the
selection of presets to determine which audio source
is played.
Inputs for the DX810 include satellite music, CD player,
a paging mic, and audio from the emergency system.
We can set up various levels of priority so that a page
mutes background music, and the emergency input
mutes all other signals. The logic inputs and outputs
from the DX810 can be used to turn on sirens, lights,
or switches in response to an emergency signal.
In-Store Audio – The master control rack is located
in the security oﬃce and will have eight CAM150 Mixer/
Ampliﬁers, each running six CIS400 ceiling speakers
in each store. The CAM150 Mixer/Ampliﬁers were
chosen because they have several features not found
on regular ampliﬁers:
1. CAM150s can be run on 24V DC backup power in case of
power failure, keeping the evacuation paging intact.

2. Priority inputs that allow audio from the individual
store to “duck” the mall’s music source.

3. Input for telephone/safety paging takes priority
over all other signals

4. The CAM150 has a one-watt output that can be used
by mall security to monitor the audio content of stores
through a small speaker.

INSTALLATION NOTES:
Loudspeaker Placement − Determining the number of
speakers needed in a paticular installation is not always
an easy task. Attempting to apply various published
formulas can often mislead the designer into believing
that everything will come out sounding ﬁne if they just
follow the formula. Note that our Applications Guide
doesn’t specify ceiling height, listener positions, required
SPL levels or other major variables needed for the best
Each store will have identical CAM150 amps to
power the six CIS400 ceiling speakers from a 100V
line tapped at 15 watts each—with headroom to
spare for additional speakers as needed.

sounding system. Consult a professional sound installer
for best results.

Wattage Allotments − Our Applications Guide uses both
Mall Concourse Sound – The higher ceiling in the
concourse allows us to use fewer CIS400 Ceiling
Monitors per square foot than was needed for each
store. A CXA240 Ampliﬁer will run ten CIS400s along
the concourse on a 100V line. We’ll tap the CIS400s
in the back of the mall at 15 watts each, but the two
speakers at the front of the mall will be tapped at
30 watts, so that they will be louder and attract
attention. To augment the mandatory safety and
evacuation system, six PH15 Paging Horns will be
placed throughout the concourse powered by a
CXA240 ampliﬁer conﬁgured for 100V operation.
Because of their tough, weather-resistant design,
PH15 paging horns can also be utilized in the
parking area outside.
Presentation Stage – A stage area at one end of
the concourse has a large video screen devoted to
advertising and presentations. Occasionally,
performances from small bands to fashion shows
will take place on the stage under the video screen.
We’ll use an DX8 Digital Matrix Mixer, the two output
version of the DX810, to control the audio portion
of the presentation. Two VR21 Full Range Speakers
will provide front throw audio from the sides of the
stage, and will be powered by a single CAZ1400
ampliﬁer, while a CAZ800 Ampliﬁer provides power
to the VRS12 subwoofer located beneath the stage.
The DX8 also provides EQ and crossover points for
the stage system, and the extra inputs on the DX8
can be used for microphones during an onstage
concert or fashion show.

low impedance systems and constant voltage systems.
Choosing an ampliﬁer for a 100V system is easy — just add
up the number of transformer taps you want to use on
each speaker. For example, eight CIS400 ceiling speakers
tapped at 7.5 watts would ask for 60 watts. A simple rule
of thumb is to allow 20% more wattage than needed to
handle variations in volume and material.

The beneﬁts of using a distributed 100V system is that
each speaker only pulls the amount of wattage assigned
it on the transformer taps, so you can add many speakers
to a single ampliﬁer without having to calculate the
maximum impedance. You only have to pay attention to
the wattage maximum. You can also mix and match
diﬀerent tap settings to conﬁgure select speakers louder
in volume than other speakers in the same system.

This Applications Guide was created by EAW Commercial
to demonstrate a basic sound system application using
EAW Commercial products. As such, we do not include
details such as room dimensions, ceiling heights, building
materials, types of use, etc. — all of which will have a
profound aﬀect on the total system performance.

Mini-Mall
Floor Layout
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DIGITAL MATRIX MIXERS

The DX Series Digital Matrix mixers provide a solution to most
installations requiring the ﬂexibility of DSP at an aﬀordable price.

DX810
• 31-band Graphic EQ combined
with a 8-band Parametric EQ
• Variable compressor available
on each Output
• True Room combining capability
(up to 16 combinations)
• Mute/Enable logic for each Input,
output and group
• Password security levels
• PC Software application included

DX8
• 31- band Graphic EQ available
on each output
• 5-band Parametric EQ available
on each output
• 32-bit DSP and 24-bit
Analog/Digital/Conversion
• 8 balanced XDR™ mic/line
inputs with trim
• 2 balanced line inputs direct
to mix bus
• 2 independent mix buses and balanced outputs
• 2 unbalanced record outputs
• 2-band sweepable shelving EQ on each input and output
• PC Software application included
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AMPLIFIERS

The CXA, CAM and CAZ Series Ampliﬁers are designed for continuous duty in speech, music, paging, and sound reinforcement applications that
demand high performance, ﬂexible features, and rugged dependability.
CAM SERIES AMPLIFIERS: The perfect solution for installations that may require the mixing of several audio sources prior to amplicﬁcation and
distribution throughout a venue.

CAM150

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

150W RMS
4 balanced XLR microphone/line inputs
4 Ohm – 25V – 70V – 100V Outputs
1 stereo auxilary input
Switched 24V phantom
Signal processing loop
Voice priority function
Automatic 24DC back-up power input

CXA SERIES AMPLIFIERS: An excellent choice for applications requiring basic ampliﬁcation of all audio signals in a distributed audio system.

CXA240

•
•
•
•
•

240W RMS
4 Ohm – 25V – 70V – 100V Outputs
Thermal protection circuitry
Fan cooled, dual speed
Automatic 24DC back-up power input

CAZ SERIES AMPLIFIERS: Where low-impedence systems are desired, the CAZ Series oﬀers the ﬂexibility of three diﬀerent power points.

CAZ800

•
•
•
•
•

800W @ 4 Ohms bridged
Easily switchable mono/stereo/bridged mono operating modes
Seperate outputs for channel A and channel B
Third output for mono bridged applications: also provides both
output channels on a single connector
30Hz subsonic ﬁlter for low-frequency speaker protection
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CAZ1400

•
•
•
•

1400W @ 4 Ohms bridged
Easily switchable mono/stereo/bridged mono
operating modes
Separate outputs for channel A and channel B
Third output for mono bridged applications: also provides both output
channels on a single connector

CEILING SPEAKERS

The CIS Series Ceiling Mount Speakers oﬀer multiple solutions for applications requiring superior audio reproduction.
Designed for basic paging and background music, the CIS Series Ceiling Mount Speakers provide an economical solution.

CIS400

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waveguide-loaded 1" tweeter
6.5" LF Driver
Integrated mounting systems
Built-in switchable high-pass crossover
30 watt , 70/100V transformer built-in
16-ohm setting
Includes mounting hardware
UL/cUL/CE listed

SOUND REINFORCEMENT SPEAKERS

The VR Series Sound Reinforcement Speakers provide exceptional ﬁdelity in foreground music applications, and are very suitable as main
loudspeakers. VR Series HF horns maintain directivity, and their rugged enclosures come with user-supplied mounting hardware.
Available in both black and white ﬁnishes.

VR21

VRS12

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-way, full range loudspeaker
112" LF, 1.4 exit HF
Operating Range: 60Hz to 18kHz
Powder Handling: 300 watts at 8 ohm
90˚ x 60˚ rotatable beamwidth standard; user-installed
60˚x 45˚ horn is included
Barrier strip input
Economical single-amp operation
Integrated 3/8
3/8" 16 mounting points
Optional transformer module available for 70V and 100V applications

•
•
•
•
•
•

12" subwoofer
Operating Range: 30Hz to 250Hz
Power Handling: 500 watts at 8 ohm
Barrier strip input
Appropriate for applications where maximum LF extension is required
Integrated 3/8
3/8" 16 mounting points

PAGING HORNS

The PH Series paging Horn Speakers provide high sound directivity and intelligible voice paging and tone signaling for indoor and
outdoor sound system applications.

PH15

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rated power 300W (rms)
70.7V / 100V / 88Ω operation
Impact resistant ABS constuction
Water protected to IEC529 IP66
Very high eﬃciency
Sealed, built-in line transformer with screwdriver adjustable power selector
Glanded cable tails
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